Middle School, Here We Come!

Congratulations to our 2019 Graduates...

- Orion Dorrance, Parker School
- Tobias Gordon, Parker School
- Austin Houser, Dorothy Smith Pullen School (Texas)
- Alyssa Hubbard, Parker School
- Dahlia Lanclos, Parker School
- Jean Luke Prentice, Kohala Middle School
- Micah Seeley, Parker School

Volunteers Make a Real Difference!

Our Waimea Country School ‘Ohana contribute in many ways, giving their time, energy, creativity, expertise, and hard work because they are inspired to be fully engaged in our community. And we are all enriched by it! Mahalo nui loa!

Food Pantry ~ Mahalo!

Our WCS ‘Ohana donated 871 pounds of food:
- 418 cans & 297 other foods

Koa students re-bagged 5,230 pounds of rice in 33 working visits

Another Great Year!

Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/waimeacountryschool

Visit our website
waimeacountryschool.org
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2019 Online Auction for Student Financial Aid Vendors

Ackerman Galleries
Abh Spa Massage
al Vico’s Italian Restaurant
AlpintGlow Lighting LLC
Anuenue Shave Ice
Atlantis Submarines
Bailado Family
Blue Dragon Bodywork
Body Glove
Essential Massage
Evening At Kauha’a Ranch
Fair Wind Cruises
Five Mountain Fitness Center
Flumin’ Kohala
Guardian Fire Inc
Hamakua Macadamia Nut Co
Hawaii Nautical
Home Rescue
Huggo’s and Huggo’s On The Rocks
Imahele Astronomy Center of Hawaii
Its All In The Prey
Jack’s Diving Locker
Jade Palace
Japanese Restaurant
Joshua Greenysan
Kailua Theatre
Kamuela Cucumbers
Kamuela Kitchen
Kauamata Farms Inc
KBTXRemE
Kohala Burger & Taco
Kohala Divers Ltd
Kona Brewing Company
Kona Cigar Association
Korly’s Tiki Palace
Lehua Jewelers
Lilikoi Café
Los Tres Mex
Maiaine Bakery
Mark Tomczak Fine Art
Mauna Kea Beach Hotel
Mauna Kea Resort
Seaside Tennis Club
Merriman’s Restaurant
Mrs. Berry’s Kona Cookies
Pageant Nails
Panolos Country Inn
Queens Marketplace
ResortCaféHawaii.com
Roy’s Waikoloa Bar & Grill
Salmon & Sable
Seafood Bar & Grill
Sunset Traders
Suzana Jakus Prunet
Sweet Wind Bocks & Breads
TerraTatt
Tiffany & Co.
Tropical Dreams
UFO Parasail
Under The Bodhi Tree
Waikoloa Beach Resort
Waimea Coffee Company
Waimea Yoga

Food & Beverages provided by:
Big Island Brew Haüs
Daylight Mind Coffee Company
Fairmont Orchid
Fish & The Hog
Four Seasons Resort Hualalai
Kamuela Liquor Store
Kohala Village Hub
Mauna Kea Beach Hotel
Meridia
Ola Brew Co
Starbucks
Susa Rock and Stone at Susa Rock
With additional support from:
AlpintGlow Lighting, LLC
Costco
KTA Waimea
Longs Drugs/CVS Health
Ocean Sports
Ruth’s Chris Steak House

Ginger ($1,000+)
Anonymous
Jennifer Haywood-Farmer and Marc Baril
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Campbell
The Dorrance Family Foundation
Margaret Mellon Hinkock Foundation
Melissa and Jan Levitan
Robert and Kathy Lindsey
Peter and Katherine Northrup
Marcia Kite and Kenneth Salling
John and Ligia Sward

Plumeria ($100 - $499)
Peggy Vettese and Edward Benz
Charles and Susie Cooke
Clare and Carol Davies
Gordon Cring and Valerie Force
Pam and Bob Fulton
Gary Goble
Amy Elizabeth and Marc Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert WM Hastings, II
Susan Henderson
Hawaii Luxury Listings LLC Johnny McElreath
Julie Keller
Lisa Ramos and Chris Kershner
Janet Konewic
Didi Diaz-Lyke and Jim Lyke
Nanci and William Mahoney
Bob and Mary Marshall
Antoinette McDaniel
Jacob and Junco Millberg
Steve and Roberta Mildenberger
Carla Vincent and Derek Moeller
Mr. and Mrs. George Oelde
John and Denise Ray
Mr. Peter D. Relic
Greg and Kathy Salling
Dr. Jo-An Saltzren
Sherry Sartain
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Satterthwaite
Rod and Mary Siebert
Erika Stuart
Kosta and Toni Stylos
Nicole Zieger and Traveler Terpening
Marc and Robin Thubault
Les and Dorothy Urbic
Duane Watanabe
Jennifer Buddenhagen and Kevin Wissmann
Amy Salling and Steve Winch

Hibiscus ($500 - $999)
Jasmijn Bailard, Merko Fujimoto, Jayson Fujimoto Bailard
Hayley and Anthony Blondin
Laura Burkhart
Tim and Stefanie Cooke
M. Doty
Laurel and Gregg Erickson
Mr. Hans D. Fellhauer, Sr.
GE Foundation
Hibashi and Merko Fujimoto
Mr. and Mrs. George Gregg
Katheryn Hampton
Betsy and Terry Hewitt
Dr. Peter A. Inouye
Leisle Kosner
Jennifer and Kyle Lancelot
Mr. Song Lee
Laurel and Michael Matsuda
Kevin Paistin
Ms. Nancy Perry
Ann and Bill Winch

Annual Fund ~ $26,020

Orchid ($1 - $99)
Jasmine Bailard, Merko Fujimoto, Jayson Fujimoto Bailard
Hayley and Anthony Blondin
Laura Burkhart
Tim and Stefanie Cooke
M. Doty
Laurel and Gregg Erickson
Mr. Hans D. Fellhauer, Sr.
GE Foundation
Hibashi and Merko Fujimoto
Mr. and Mrs. George Gregg
Katheryn Hampton
Betsy and Terry Hewitt
Dr. Peter A. Inouye
Leisle Kosner
Jennifer and Kyle Lancelot
Mr. Song Lee
Laurel and Michael Matsuda
Kevin Paistin
Ms. Nancy Perry
Ann and Bill Winch

Nā Keiki Aloha ‘Āina
School Garden Program

Plant Sale ~ $1,128
Donations ~ $631
Grant ~ $2,000

Donors:
Anonymous
Bailado Family
Buddenhagen-Wiesmann ‘Olama
Laura Burkhart
Mary Doty
Gary Goble
Susan Peters
Greg and Kathy Salling
Erika Stuart

Malama nui loa to all supporting Nā Keiki Aloha ‘Āina

Big Island Chocolate Festival
Beneficiary

Waimea Country School is a proud member of the Hawaii Island School Garden Network.